We define a spectral feature approach to improve compositional exploitation for hyperspectral imaging. Focusing on the spectral feature characteristics of materials makes detection more robust to the spectral variability of both the target and background encountered during the collection process, consequently reducing detection false alarm rates without compromising sensitivity. Our method decomposes each spectrum into a small set of Gaussian-shaped components using LASSO regression (L 1 -regularization). A detection framework extracts the combinations of spectral features unique to a material of interest, allowing identification of target materials given its presence in intimate (i.e., nonlinear) mixtures and at different morphologies (e.g., particle sizes). We validate our methods with experimental data that incorporate variability from particle size, measurement angle, and atmospheric conditions. Initial exploitation results using our approach for fused silica demonstrate improved performance extendible across localized experimental conditions.
INTRODUCTION
We introduce a new hyperspectral imaging (HSI) exploitation method that transforms spectral measurements at distinct wavelengths into spectral features. A sensor data cube is three-dimensional: a vector of spectral band measurementse.g., a radiance measurement or calculated emissivity for a collection of wavelengths-for each pixel in the twodimensional spatial grid. Material spectra that vary due to particle size, thermal contrast (e.g., time of day differences or downwelling), and intimate mixtures are difficult to exploit analytically simply because of the spectral variability inherent to the HSI collection process. Often the spectral signatures for solid materials have subtle features that have minor roles in today's mathematical detection methods. and the relative strengths and background contrast of material spectral band regions induce false alarms when any of the large number of non-target observations become correlated with the target spectrum.
We reduce detection sensitivity to material spectral variability by focusing on relevant spectral features that are modeled by bell-shaped Gaussian waveforms. Regularized regression techniques using a set of Gaussian basis functions yield the spectral features constituting an HSI pixel's spectrum. There are material-specific spectral features that show subtle variability when considering changes in morphology or measurement conditions. A transformed exploit space is based on unique spectral features defined by their center wavelength, width, and amplitude. Instead of matching observed spectra to the target spectrum, we focus on the presence or absence of features at certain band centers and widths unique to a target material. Initial testing using this resulting metric shows the potential to enhance detection by bringing more of the signal above the sensor noise and background clutter, thus reducing the number of false alarms without lowering detection sensitivity.
SPECTRAL VARIABILITY
There are many sources of material and collection spectral variability that negatively impact the HSI detection process. We aim to detect materials over the broadest range of spectral variability possible. Figure 1 shows that the calcite spectral signature is highly dependent on particle size [1] . Notice that the spectra exhibit peaks and dips of similar locations and widths despite their changing relative amplitudes. These amplitude differences affect signature-based detection methods such as adaptive coherence estimation (ACE) [2] .
While Gaussian decomposition has successfully represented spectral features in the laboratory [3], these ideas have not yet been applied to HSI exploitation. Our version of spectral feature representation allows separation of spectral variability due to feature locations and widths useful for inferring composition from the variability due to feature amplitudes that account for differences such as morphology, time of day, detection angle, and sidewelling radiation sources and their temperature. Many factors not related to composition impact spectral variability by affecting relative feature amplitudes but not their spectral locations and widths-these variability sources affect the linear correlation of an HSI-sensed material with its representative target spectrum of a spectral library. Therefore we break away from the spectral corre- Fig. 1 . Calcite LWIR emissivity spectra for various sieved particle sizes as published in Lane [1] . The common calcite chemistry causes peaks and dips at similar locations and widths though with different relative amplitudes. lation paradigm, and in doing so we incorporate the visual analytical framework of the spectroscopist into the statistical framework of remote sensing.
DECOMPOSING SPECTRAL FEATURES
Our objective is to uniquely identify materials over a range of conditions and factors that have a negative impact on exploitation. A new spectral characterization based on locations, widths, and amplitudes of spectral dips and peaks reduces the impact of material spectral variability. We propose using Gaussian waveforms to model the spectrum by defining a dictionary of M Gaussian basis functions of wave-
. . , M, with μ i chosen from the HSI sensor band centers. Coupling each μ with a set of standard deviations σ allows fitting spectral features of various widths. When p = −1, f i (λ) is a Gaussian probability density defined on λ; however, we need to have p = 1 in order to implement L 1 -regularized regression as described below.
An observed HSI spectrum L(λ) is approximated by the sum of Gaussian waveforms M i=1 β i f i (λ) through the regularized regression technique of least angle selection and shrinkage operator (LASSO) that yields a sparse Gaussian representation [4] . With LASSO regression a pixel's spectrum can be reconstructed with little residual squared error using only a few Gaussians as most coefficients β i will be zero. LASSO regression finds coefficients
where α > 0 is a regularization term that penalizes additional components f i according to the magnitude of the fit coefficient |β i |. Note that when p > 0, the amplitude of basis function f i decreases as the width σ i narrows, necessitating an increased |β i | to maintain function f i 's contribution to the spectral fit; thus LASSO regression will penalize the inclusion of narrow Gaussians basis functions more heavily than wider Gaussian basis functions. Penalization of |f (λ)|dλ leads to the above minimization formula that LASSO regression yields an approximate but parsimonious solution for fit coefficients β-but only when p = 1 as any other p will lead to σ i terms in the right-side α regularization term. We set penalty α such that the fitting method ignores narrow waveforms that are likely sensor or scene-dependent noise. Penalization according to (f (λ))
2 dλ with p = 1.5 attempts L 2 -regularization but interaction terms prevent a solution using ridge regression. While the math holds only for Gaussians, it may be that this LASSO technique adequately transfers to other basis functions such as Lorentzian shapes.
The example in Figure 2 shows M = 84 basis functions for a generic HSI system having 21 bands between 8μm to 12μm coupled with Gaussian standard deviations σ i ∈ {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}μm. In bold are three Gaussian basis functions centered at 9, 10, and 11μm with standard deviations 0.2, 0.6, and 0.8μm, respectively. See an example fitting shown in Figure 3 demonstrating that the 63-90μm Lane calcite spectrum from Figure 1 can be adequately fit with only 15 Gaussian components. With this procedure the material within each HSI pixel is reduced to a sparse collection of spectral features that are useful for detection purposes. Gaussian decomposition of spectra into features reweights the importance of spectral changes throughout the sensor's wavelength range with respect to the material of interest. Applying the central limit theory to the large number of photons leads us to believe that Gaussians provide approximate and useful fits [3] . An analytic framework based on the presence or absence of certain spectral features results in a probability that an HSI pixel contains a target material. From this probability we infer a specific material's presence even when the material is part of nonlinear mixtures.
TESTING OF THIS METHOD
As an initial test of our proposed method's robustness under different sources of variability, we use measurements obtained from an LWIR spectrometer at LLNL in 2015. The experiment measured seven minerals in petri dishes-calcite, fused silica, jarosite, lepidolite, olivine, siderite, and talc-of five sieved particle size ranges between 45μm and 250μm in diameter. Four scenes were measured: daytime and nighttime each taken at nadir and at 40 degrees off-angle. We then fit Gaussian basis functions to these collected LWIR spectra.
Minerals in Figure 4 have common positive and negative Gaussian fits despite large spectral variability across scenes and particle size. Each quadrant shows a mineral's mean radiance contrast curves for the pixels of different particle size dishes and scenes. The diamonds and squares represent positive and negative Gaussian basis functions, respectively, that are fit for at least 90% of that mineral's pixels, noting fits have been mapped onto a generic 0.1-μm grid and basis function widths σ i increase up the y-axis. For example, the calcite dishes across the four scenes and particle sizes exhibit a narrow positive feature at 11.4μm and a broad negative feature at 8.9μm; accordingly there is a narrow basis function f i1 with μ i1 = 11.4μm and β i1 > 0 for over 90% of all calcite pixels, and there is a broad basis function f i2 with μ i2 = 8.9μm and β i2 < 0 for over 90% of all calcite pixels. Each pixel's Gaussian fits are slightly smoothed over this two-dimensional wavelength-by-width (μ i -by-σ i ) space so fit alignment is possible. Since many coefficients β i are zero, a material's spectral feature is commonly fit with Gaussians of slightly different μ i and/or σ i , falsely implying different fits. The large number of diamonds and squares leads one to believe many functions f i are fit to the pixels; however, each grouping of diamonds or squares usually represents a single positive or negative feature fit in that region.
There are common features for calcite, jarosite, and olivine where fit coefficients are similar for at least 90% of all pixels of that mineral-the Gaussian fits are useful for detecting these three minerals. However, there are not common fits for the pixels of fused silica as its spectral features differ greatly with particle size. Therefore the coarse and fine fused silica are treated and detected separately, yielding more pixel similarity in fits as shown in Figure 5 . Pixel linear spectral correlations are shown in Figure 6 for 1000 randomly selected pixels of that mineral for all particle sizes and measurement scenes. The low linear correlation values between pixels lead to degraded detection performance with target signature methods such as ACE.
We show successful fused silica detection using our Gaussian decomposition. Fused silica has subtle features that make Fig. 4 . Common basis functions fit to at least 90% of a mineral's pixels denoted by diamonds (positive) and squares (negative). Despite the variability in mean fit radiance contrast for the different particle sizes and measurement scenes, common features for calcite, jarosite, and olivine (but not fused silica) are indicated by Gaussian fit similarity across pixels. Fig. 5 . Common Gaussian fits with mean spectra for coarse and fine fused silica under contrasting measurement scenes. Separation by particle size improves similarity of fits.
HSI detection difficult. To make the task more realistic to the detection task during in-field collects, we attempt fused silica detection in the nighttime off-angle scene using only nadir data to train our detection methods. Figure 7(a) shows that the spectral differences between nadir and off-angle greatly degrade fused silica detection using ACE trained only on nadir data when compared to the Gaussian basis function results of panel (b) . Detection probabilities for fused silica are formed using standard statistical learning techniques on the fits for fine and coarse fused silica separately. Figure 7 shows greatly increased area under the receiveroperator characteristic curve (AUC) using Gaussian basis functions. The AUC metric is very important as it both requires adequate target detection and penalizes false alarms. No background pixels scored above 0.5 using the detection method based on Gaussian fits, while 90% of fused silica pixels scored above the 0.5 threshold. This improvement comes from the fact the common fused silica spectral features have similar center wavelengths and widths despite differing amplitudes (see Figure 5) . Four of the several features useful in detecting coarse fused silica are shown in Figure 8 . While any one feature does not completely separate the target material from the background, aggregation of all feature results enables such separation.
DISCUSSION
Our proposed method incorporates the spectroscopists' approach of looking for spectral features into the remote sensing approach of using statistical matches based on target signatures. Current exploit techniques can be applied equally to spectral feature fits using these characterization ideas. Initial testing hints that transfer learning may be possible as shown by the detection of targets drawn from a different distribution as the training observations, e.g., testing with off-angle data when training only with nadir measurements. Our detection method using Gaussian spectral features aims to extend to different collection environments, a property that is very important for effective HSI exploitation.
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(a) ACE 2 detection scores for fused silica, maximum of separate coarse and fine models, AUC = 0.840.
(b) Gaussian spectral feature detection scores for fused silica, maximum of coarse and fine models, AUC = 0.9999. Fig. 7 . Fused silica detection scores for off-angle data when training with only nadir data. At bottom right, the three fine fused silica dishes are left of coarse dishes. Maximum ACE 2 pixel score is 0.29 for fused silica, 0.17 for background. ACE cannot reconcile nadir versus off-angle differences while the Gaussian feature method performs almost perfect separation. Fig. 8 . Four feature scores for coarse fused silica on the nighttime off-angle scene (with its two dishes highlighted) using Gaussian decomposition. Above: the average coarse fused silica spectrum for the nighttime nadir scene.
